The Great Equatorial at Greenwich

An engraving of the ‘Great Equatorial’ at Greenwich, a
12¾-in. refractor commissioned by Sir George Biddell
Airy which entered service in 1859. The lens was made
by Merz of Munich, other optical parts were by
Troughton & Simms of London and the equatorial
mounting was by Ramsome & Sims of Ipswich to
Airy’s own design.
The illustration is taken from The Midnight Sky:
Familiar Notes on the Stars and Planets (1879) by
Edwin Dunkin, FRS (1821-1898).
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Dunkin was on the staff of the Royal Observatory for 46
years (1838-84) and eventually rose to Chief Assistant to
Christie (1881-1884). The apparent over-manning and
slovenly treatment of books were almost certainly
artistic licence on the part of the engraver rather than
actual practice at the Observatory.
The history of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich was
discussed by Gilbert Satterthwaite and Derek Jones at
the recent SHA Spring Conference. A report appears
inside. Thanks go to Derek Jones both for the illustration
and for information about it.

Editorial
Clive Davenhall
Recently I bought a copy of Basil
Brown’s Astronomical Atlases,
Maps and Charts. Not the 1932
original edition, which is rare and
would probably be beyond my
budget, but the 1968 reprint. The
first few paragraphs of the
Introduction caught my eye as being
as relevant now as when they were
written, nearly three-quarters of a
century ago:
‘At the present time there are signs
of a revival in the history of
Astronomy – an increasing interest
shown in records of past
astronomers, their lives and
discoveries, particulars of their
observations, the instruments with
which they made their observations,
literature read by them, and so on.

History is essential to science as
roots to a tree. Modern Astronomy
may be likened to a great city built
on foundations dating back so far as
to be almost as old as the human
race’.
‘Generations of willing workers,
century after century, from the
humblest calling to the highest,
have laboured to extend and
improve it. Dark ages have come
and gone, persecutions and wars
have throw back the work, even
portions have been overwhelmed,
but have been rebuilt better than
before. So the work goes on, never
ceasing, and will continue to do so
as long as any civilized life exists
on our planet; for there will ever be

work in plenty, but past workers
should not be forgotten’.
‘Very important are the records in
the archives of any city, so also are
those of Astronomy equally useful,
for new discoveries often entail
researches into old records’.
Research into such records is, of
course, precisely the sort of activity
the SHA was founded to facilitate
and promote. The Society is three
years old this summer and much has
been achieved, as some of the
reports appearing in this Newsletter
show.
We
can
congratulate
ourselves on what has been done.
Nonetheless, much work remains,
and we look forward to recording it
in future issues of the Newsletter.

Society news
Stuart Williams and Clive Davenhall
Council Meeting at the
Yorkshire Museum - 23 July
2005
A very productive meeting of the
Society’s Council and Officers,
chaired by Gilbert Satterthwaite,
was held on Saturday 23 July, 1pm 5pm at the wonderful Yorkshire
Museum, York. Thanks go to to the
Museum and SHA Councillor
Martin Lunn. With one of the best
turnouts yet, Council reported on
their various areas of responsibility
and made plans for the coming year,
more of which will be revealed in
due course.
Recently elected Councillors Peter
Hingley (RAS Librarian), Madeline
Cox (SHA Librarian) and Mark
Hurn
(SHA
Archivist,
IOA
Librarian, Cambridge) attended in
their new roles. Also particularly
welcome on their first visit to a
Council meeting were the new
editorial team of The Antiquarian
Astronomer, Editor Dr W. ‘Reg’
Withey,
who
presented
a
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meticulously
planned
progress
report and strategy for the ‘AA’, and
his colleague, Papers Secretary
Kevin Johnson. Members will be
pleased to note that, with the full
support of Council, issue 2 is well
under way.

12 November, at the home of SHA
Hon. Vice President, Sir Patrick
Moore. If you have any matters
which you would like Council to
consider at this meeting please
contact the Secretary, Stuart
Williams (details on the back page).

Following on from the constitutional
changes made at the AGM in
Greenwich (see the report in the
previous issue, no. 7, June 2005,
pp3-4), a number of important
preliminary decisions were made
regarding the future functions of the
posts of Secretary and Treasurer,
and our relationship with other
organisations. Dates have been
proposed for next year’s meetings
and events, but we are awaiting
venue confirmation before we can
publish details. More on these and
other matters in the next Newsletter.
Some items covered in the meeting
are included with further news
below.
The next and final Council meeting
for the year will be held on Saturday
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Reg Withey (left) and Roger Jones outside
the York Observatory. The Observatory
was built in 1832 following the very first
meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, which was held
at the Yorkshire Museum in 1831
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Electronic Forum
Re-launched
Since the Society was founded, SHA
members have had at their disposal,
free of charge, the SHA Electronic
Forum,
an
internet
e-mail
distribution list based on a Yahoo eGroup. The Forum has, however,
been little used, and is presently
subscribed to by less than a third of
SHA members. In addition some
members find it difficult to access
Yahoo services as they are often
blocked by institutional or business
Internet access systems. It has been
decided therefore to re-launch the
Forum on a new system based on
Google Groups (associated with the
popular Internet search engine). This
service is much simpler to use and
has not, as far as we can tell, been
banned by those e-mail services that
block Yahoo.
If you have supplied a correct and
up-to-date e-mail address on your
SHA membership form, you will in
due course receive an e-mailed
invitation to join the new Googlebased Forum. If you do not receive
such an invitation by the end of
August, it is likely that your e-mail
address is incorrect, out-of-date or
that you have not supplied one at all.
If you have e-mail and wish to
access the Forum but have not
received an e-mailed invitation by
31 August, please contact Stuart
Williams
by
e-mail
(secretary@shastro.org.uk) and he

Councillors and Officers inspect the telescope in the York Observatory. From left to
right: Kevin Johnson, Roger Jones, Mark Hurn, Peter Hingley and Martin Lunn.
The telescope is a 4.5-in. refractor made in 1850 by Thomas Cooke of York. It is the
oldest working Cooke refractor that we are aware of. If anyone knows of an earlier one
we would be interested to hear from them.

will issue an electronic invitation to
you forthwith. The old Yahoo-based
Forum will remain accessible for
reference to old messages but will
otherwise not be used again.

SHA Survey: Co-ordinator
appointed for Staffordshire
SHA Secretary Stuart Williams has
been accepted as County Coordinator for Staffordshire in the
Society’s
‘Survey
of
the
Astronomical Geography of the
UK’. Stuart, who is based in Walsall
and is also Chairman of South
Staffordshire Astronomical Society,
has
been
researching
local

astronomers for some years now and
has decided to extend his research
on a countywide basis. He would
welcome letters from anyone
researching in Staffordshire or who
may
have
information
on
Staffordshire astronomers, telescope
makers, observatories, astronomical
societies etc. If you are interested in
contributing to the Survey, or
adopting a County as co-ordinator,
please contact Roger Jones. See the
back page for contact details in both
cases.

Successful lecture Survey
of Local Astronomy by
Roger Jones
Sunday 30 July saw a well-received
public lecture on the SHA’s Survey
of the Astronomical Geography of
the UK by Roger Jones, in the
historic surroundings of Soho House
Museum, Handsworth, Birmingham.
Itself the subject of considerable
new astro-historical research, Soho
House was once the home of
Industrial Revolutionary Matthew
Boulton of Lunar Society fame. The
event was hosted at 2pm by The
Planetary Society as part of their
regular
and
popular
lecture
programme.

The Soho House Museum, Handsworth, Birmingham
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Library Open Day
27 August
The Sir Robert Ball Library and the
SHA
Lending
Library
were
promoted by a special open day held
in our library at the Birmingham &
Midland Institute on Saturday 27
August 2005 between 12noon 5pm. A report will appear in the
next issue of the Newsletter.

Forthcoming events in
Birmingham
If it is October it seems it must be
history
of
astronomy
in
Birmingham! This autumn there will
be a rare conjunction of fine events,
the like of which the city has not
seen before. So please do support all
these lectures if you can, and
encourage friends and colleagues to
come along too.

Islamic Astronomy Lecture
Saturday 1 October
The Birmingham & Midland
Institute is hosting a special
‘President’s Lecture’ on Saturday 1
October 2005 at 3:30pm. The
subject is Islamic Astronomy and the
lecture is being given by our own
Hon. President Dr Allan Chapman
of Wadham College, Oxford, at the
invitation of Revd Dr Peter Berry,
President of the BMI. Admission is
free to all. The BMI is located in
Margaret Street, Birmingham, a
short walk from Birmingham New
Street and Snow Hill Stations. See
their Web site for a location map:
http://www.bmi.org.uk

SHA Autumn Conference
Saturday 8 October
The programme for our Autumn
Conference on Astronomers and
Observatories is almost complete
and is just waiting for confirmation
of the running order. Some really
excellent papers are planned,
including (in no particular order):
Hampstead
Observatory
Loughton Observatory by
Workman,
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and
Jerry

Astronomy in the family – J.G.
Barclay and the 1860 10-in Cooke
by Charles E. Barclay,

publisher of JAHH. We hope to
carry an obituary in the next issue of
the Newsletter.

Colonel George Tomline and Orwell
Park Observatory by Kenneth J.
Goward,

JAHH Discount

Charles Grover – 63 years an
Astronomical Observer by Jerry
Grover,
Tycho Brahe and Uraniborg – The
First
Modern
Observatory
Presidential Address by Dr Allan
Chapman,
The Lost Garden of ‘Fireside’ by
Kevin Kilburn.
The event will take place in and
around the John Lee Lecture
Theatre, adjacent to the Sir Robert
Ball Library in the Birmingham &
Midland Institute, Margaret Street,
Birmingham. It will be open from
11am for registration and will close
at 6pm. Book dealers and
astronomical societies have been
invited to exhibit. Admission will
cost £8 for SHA members and £10
for non-members, who are welcome.
Refreshments but not lunch are
included. Tickets from our Treasurer
Ken Goward (contact details on the
back page), cheques payable to
Society for the History of
Astronomy.

Treasures of the SHA
Library - Monday 31 October
A talk at the BMI in Birmingham at
1pm by SHA Librarian Madeline
Cox. All SHA members are
welcome. The lecture is free of
charge, though a £1 donation to the
BMI on the day is suggested.

Mr John Perdrix
We are sad to report that Mr John
Perdrix, editor of the Journal of
Astronomical History and Heritage
(JAHH), died recently following a
short illness. He was on his way
home to Australia, following a trip
to the UK and Europe. We extend
our sympathies to his family. John
had been a founding editor and
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Previously SHA members qualified
for a discount on a subscription to
the JAHH, which we believe
amounted to £2 per annum.
Recently there have been changes to
the editorial
and
production
arrangements for the JAHH.
Following the diagnosis of his
illness, John Perdrix stepped down
as joint editor and Wayne Orchiston
became the sole editor. Also,
production of the journal was taken
over by James Cook University in
Queensland, Australia.
Unfortunately, the SHA discount
was
overlooked
during
the
changeover and will not be available
for 2005 subscriptions. We are in
discussion with the editor with a
view to reinstating it in future years.
The discount seems to have been
managed rather informally and we
do not know how many SHA
members availed themselves of it. If
you did so, then please let Clive
Davenhall know (contact details on
the back page). This information
will be useful in the discussions with
the JAHH editor.

Mr David Sinden
We are sad to report the death of Mr
David Sinden. Mr Sinden was Chief
Optician at Grubb Parsons for many
years and following their closure in
1983 he set up his own company,
Sinden Optics. He made many
important
contributions
to
astronomical optics whilst at both
companies,
including
being
responsible for the primary mirrors
of the William Herschel and AngloAustralian Telescopes and the new
corrector plate for the 48-inch
Oschin Schmidt on Mount Palomar.
He was also an enthusiastic amateur
astronomer
and
long-standing
member of the BAA. We hope to
carry an obituary in the next issue of
the Newsletter and an obituary will
also appear in the BAA Journal.
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The SHA display stand – SHA on the road
Kenneth Goward
First Featured in issue no. 3 of the
Newsletter (November 2003, p7),
the SHA display stand has now
become a familiar sight at the annual
FAS convention and at the BAA
Exhibition meeting. Indeed, in its
two-year existence the display has
been exhibited at a number of
venues
including
Leeds,
Manchester, London, Cambridge
and Ipswich.
Presented in a striking baroque style,
the cerise and gold hued display has
been well received and much
commented upon wherever it has
appeared. The five main illuminated
display boards are tabletop mounted
and have a three-metre frontage with
at least two of the boards
highlighting
some
aspect
of
astronomical history. The boards
currently feature the Vanity Fair
caricatures of Victorian and
Edwardian astronomers and the
astronomical activities of the wellknown screen star Will Hay. (See
also Treasures of the SHA Library
on p16.) The remaining boards
concentrate upon Society activities
and emphasise the advantages of
becoming an SHA member and also
promote our Survey of UK
Astronomy. Background music
written by Sir William Herschel
complements the display and creates
a tranquil ambience. In addition, we
now offer for sale at discounted
prices books published by Science

Ken Goward and the display stand at the BAA Exhibition held on 26 June 2005 at the
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. Photograph courtesy of Martin Mobberley

History Publications Ltd (publishers
of the Journal for the History of
Astronomy) and the splendid new
English Mechanic & World of
Science DVDs produced by SHA
member Eric Hutton. In a similar
vein, we would be pleased to offer
for sale related books written or
published by members for a small
consideration to Society funds.
Given that the SHA is a UK-wide
(indeed, world-wide) organisation, it
is glaringly obvious that we need to
get out more – as they say. The
display is maintained, updated,
stored and transported by car from

Suffolk and, with sufficient notice
and provided the logistics work out,
it is available to support any
astronomical or history-related
event anywhere in the country.
Members wishing to book the
display for their local event should
contact the Treasurer, Ken Goward,
whose contact details appear on the
back page. We cannot guarantee to
be able to satisfy every request, but
we’ll sure try!

SHA spring conference
Clive Davenhall
On Saturday 28 May this year the
SHA Spring Conference and AGM
returned to the National Maritime
Museum (NMM) at Greenwich,
where it was held in the spacious
and well-equipped lecture theatre.
The AGM was reported in the
previous issue of the Newsletter (no.
7, June 2005, pp3-4) and this article
will briefly describe the rest of the
Spring Conference.
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I had to make an early start from
Edinburgh, despite which I missed
the pre-meeting refreshments and
only just arrived in time for the start
of the meeting proper at 11:20 am.
In Edinburgh the sky had been
overcast and there was rain, but in
Greenwich we enjoyed a fine, sunny
day, similar, indeed, to the one when
the
Spring
Conference
was
previously held at the NMM in
2003. The meeting was attended by
forty-odd people and was ably
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chaired by the SHA Chairman,
Gilbert Satterthwaite.
Gilbert Satterthwaite also gave the
first talk, Positional Astronomy at
the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.
He ran through the history of the
Royal
Observatory
and
its
contribution
to
positional
astronomy, which was its prime
purpose for most of its life. The
Royal Observatory was founded in
1675 by Charles II to improve
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navigation. The original buildings,
sited on a prominent hill in
Greenwich Park, were designed by
Sir Christopher Wren ‘for the
observer’s habitation and a little
pomp.’ £500 was allocated for their
construction, though there was an
overspend of £20/9/1, an amount
which contrasts favourably with
more
recent
publicly-funded
construction projects in Greenwich.
The first Astronomer Royal was
John Flamsteed (in post 1675-1719)
whose instructions were to ‘apply
himself with the most exact care and
diligence to the rectifying the tables
of the motions of the heavens, and
the places of the fixed stars, so as to
find out the so-much-desired
longitude of places for the perfecting
the art of navigation.’ He devoted
himself conscientiously to this task
for many years. His disputes with
Newton and Halley are well-known:
they wished to use his tables to

verify the Law of Gravitation, but
Flamsteed did not want to release
his observations until he was
satisfied that they were as accurate
as he could make them. Flamsteed’s
tables were finally published
posthumously in 1725 as the
Historia Coelestis Britannica, edited
by his assistants Abraham Sharp and
Joseph
Crosthwait.
An
accompanying set of star maps
appeared four years later.
The second Astronomer Royal was
Flamsteed’s old antagonist Edmund
Halley (1720-42). Though already
an old man when appointed he
nonetheless swore to hold the post
long enough to observe an entire
Saros cycle of eighteen years, and he
proved as good as his word. Halley’s
nominated successor was James
Bradley (1742-62), who is famous
for discovering the aberration of
starlight and the nutation of the
Earth’s axis. At Greenwich he

prosecuted
a
programme
of
observing some three thousand stars.
He was succeeded by Nathaniel
Bliss, who held office for only two
years.
The next Astronomer Royal was
Nevil Maskelyne (1765-1811).
Unlike Bradley, who had observed
several thousand stars, Maskelyne
concentrated
on
repeated
observations of just thirty-six
fundamental stars in order to
determine their positions with the
utmost accuracy. Perhaps more than
any other Astronomer Royal he
applied
astronomy
to
the
improvement of navigation and in
1766 he issued the first Nautical
Almanac.
Like his predecessors Maskelyne
died in office. His successor was
John Pond (1811-35) whose tenure
was one of the less happy periods of
the Observatory’s history. In his

Observing with a quadrant and telescope from the Octagon Room at the Royal Observatory in 1680, during Flamsteed’s tenure as
Astronomer Royal. To the left of the door are the dials of two specially commissioned pendulum clocks. Their pendulums, which
were at least thirteen feet long, are hidden behind the panelling. The telescope would have been used for making observations,
such as eclipse measurements, which needed to be timed accurately. The quadrant was for calibrating the clocks. From an early
bromide print now in the possession of the Royal Astronomical Society
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heyday its readership exceeded that
of all other scientific publications
combined.

later years he suffered from ill
health, was often absent from the
Observatory and was poorly served
by his assistants. He was persuaded
to resign in 1835 and died a year
later. He had, however, initiated the
time-ball in 1833, which was the
first public time signal. Pond is the
only Astronomer Royal of whom no
portrait is known; the portrait often
identified as his turns out to be of a
namesake.
The next Astronomer Royal was a
very different figure to Pond. Sir
George Biddell Airy (1835-81) was
in office for nearly half a century
and was a commanding figure in
British astronomy during this time.
He reorganised the Observatory,
making it a byword for efficiency,
order, productivity and accuracy. He
re-reduced and published in a
standard form all the planetary and
lunar observations made at the
Observatory between its founding
and his appointment, an enormous
undertaking. He also oversaw
projects
strictly
outside
the
Observatory’s programme, such as
the publication of a catalogue of
observations by the local Greenwich
amateur
astronomer
Stephen
Groombridge. In 1884 Airy’s
meridian was adopted (against
French opposition) as the Prime
Meridian. Airy was succeeded by
his chief assistant, W.H.M. Christie
(1881-1910).
Throughout its long history the
Royal Observatory has made an
enormous contribution to the
development
of
positional
astronomy and has been pre-eminent
in the field for much of this time,
though in latter years it shared this
distinction with the US Naval
Observatory. The history of the later
institution has been expertly told by
Steven Dick in his book Sky and
Ocean Joined: The US Naval
Observatory 1830–2000 (2002,
Cambridge University Press). Also
the Observatory is unique in that
most of the instruments used by the
various Astronomers Royal are still
preserved on-site and available for
study.
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Eric Hutton describes the English
Mechanic newspaper

The next talk was by Eric Hutton
who spoke on The English Mechanic
& World of Science. His talk divided
into two halves: a description of the
The English Mechanic newspaper
and a report on his project to
produce
digitised
copies of it.
The
English
Mechanic
was
published
weekly
from 1865 until
1926, when it was
amalgamated with
the
Amateur
Mechanic
and
Work, a publication
of a very different
character. The name
was something of a
misnomer as the
readership
was
limited to neither
Englishmen
nor
mechanics. Rather,
it covered a wide
range of subjects,
amongst
which
astronomy
was
prominent. Also it
was
distributed
throughout
the
English-speaking
world, and in the
UK was widely
available
from
railway bookstalls
and
newsagents.
Initially retailing for
a penny, in its
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In its most common form each issue
had four pages of advertisements at
the front and another four at the
back. In between were nine pages of
articles, one page of scientific news,
six pages of reader’s letters
(including queries) and three pages
of replies to previous queries.
Indeed, the newspaper is famous for
the size and quality of its
correspondence. Many of the
contributors adopted one or more
pen-names and identifying the real
authors behind the pseudonyms can
be a frustrating but enjoyable
puzzle. The reader’s letters offer a
wealth of information about the
history of astronomy. For example, a
letter in 1870 throws new light on
the demise of the Craig Telescope
on Wandsworth Common (see the

Mr John Glass with an 8-in. reflecting telescope of his own
design and construction. Mr Glass was a miller from a glen
a few miles outside the village of Tarland in Aberdeenshire.
The English Mechanic had been his sole source of
information about astronomy and telescope making. In
addition to making the telescope he also built the grinding
and polishing machine used to figure its mirror. The
photograph appeared in the English Mechanic no. 1810 for
1 December 1899
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Newsletters for November 2003, no.
3, pp1-2 and May 2004, no. 4, p1
and p7 for articles on the Craig
Telescope).
Mr Hutton plans to obtain a
complete set of the English
Mechanic, scan it and make copies
available on DVD. The DVDs will
contain copies of the issues in a
version of the PDF format called
‘text under image.’ In this variant
the data available include both the
original images as scanned and the
text derived by running OCR
(optical
character
recognition)
software on these images. The
advantage of this approach is that
the derived text can be searched for
words and phrases whilst the
original images are still available for
perusal. The OCR software is
usually accurate, but occasionally
makes mistakes. Since Mr Hutton is
undertaking the project singlehanded, finding and correcting these
infrequent mistakes is impractical,
but the availability of the original
images largely negates their impact.
The complete run of the English
Mechanic will comprise a set of
fourteen DVDs, of which three are
currently available. The issues are
being
prepared
in
inverse
chronological order. The advantage
of this approach is that obituaries
become
available
before
contemporary
accounts
of
a
scientist’s work, giving a useful
overview. Further, the obituaries
were usually written by someone
who knew the subject. For further
information see Mr Hutton’s Web
site at:
http://www.englishmechanic.com.
Following Mr. Hutton’s talk there
was a break for lunch. The AGM
was held immediately after the break
and was followed, in turn, by a
break for refreshments. The final
talk was The Greenwich 28-in.
Refractor and was given by Derek
Jones. Dr Jones, a retired member of
staff at the Royal Greenwich
Observatory, gave an overview of
the history of this important
instrument.
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The 28-in. refractor at Greenwich in its characteristic ‘onion’ dome in 1914

One of Airy’s additions to the
Observatory had been the 12¾-in.
Merz ‘Great Equatoreal’ which was
completed in 1859 and largely used
for spectroscopy. By the 1890s, a
larger instrument was needed to
further the Observatory’s work in
astrophysics and in 1885 Christie
commissioned a 28-in. refractor.
This new telescope occupied the
building originally constructed for
the Great Equatorial, but had a new
and larger dome. The telescope was
built by Howard Grubb and entered
service in 1893. The characteristic
‘onion’ dome was made of paper
maché and constructed by Thomas
Cooke. It was designed to
accommodate the largest possible
telescope within the capacity of the
existing building.
The dome became (and remains)
something of an icon on the
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Greenwich skyline and was the
subject of an anarchist bomb attack
by Martial Bourdin, events which

W.H.M. Christie (1845–1922); Chief
Assistant (1870–1881), Astronomer
Royal (1881–1910). The breech piece
of the 28-in. refractor can be seen
behind him
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inspired Joseph Conrad’s novel The
Secret Agent. There was a police
guard on the Observatory for some
years afterwards, though the
principal threat was thought to be
suffragettes rather than anarchists.
At Greenwich the telescope was
mostly
used
for
double-star
measurements
and
visual
spectroscopy. After the Second
World War it was moved to
Herstmonceux, along with the rest

of the Observatory, where it formed
part of the ‘equatorial group’. The
double-star work continued and later
a programme of photoelectric
photometry was added. By the end
of the 1960s the telescope was
considered obsolete. In 1971 it was
retired, returned to Greenwich and
restored to its original position,
where it remains to this day.
Following the conclusion of Dr
Jones’ talk the formal programme

ended with a raffle and concluding
remarks by Gilbert Satterthwaite.
After the meeting proper there was a
visit to the Observatory to inspect
the 28-in. and then a meal in a local
pub. It only remains to thank the
organisers
and
speakers
for
arranging
an
enjoyable
and
informative day and particularly to
thank the National Maritime
Museum for their hospitality, which
was provided at a very generous rate
to the Society.

Annual picnic at Oxford
David Rayner
A grand turnout of some fifty
members and guests attended our
third annual picnic, which on the 6th
August returned to Wadham
College, Oxford, the place where the
Society was founded in June 2002.
Meeting on the Fellows Lawn, we
found that preparations for a
Shakespearean play were underway
but Kenneth Goward had it all in
hand and marked out a sunny far
corner of the lawn with a full set of
‘England expects that every man
will do his duty’ signal flags. Very
appropriate in view of both the
bicentennial year of the battle of
Trafalgar and Dr Allan Chapman’s
talk later in the day. Kenneth handed
out printed leaflets reminding us of
the circumstances surrounding the
compilation of Nelson’s famous
signal when the quick-thinking
Captain John Pasco suggested
changing Nelson’s use of the word

Distinguished guests of honour with Dr Alan Chapman and Gilbert Satterthwaite.
Charmian Hilda Swengley, (centre) the direct great-granddaughter of Sir George
Biddell Airy, the seventh Astronomer Royal, and her two daughters, Kristian Perry (left)
and Nicole Airy-Swengley

A general view of the very well-attended SHA Picnic in the grounds of Wadham College
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‘confides’ with ‘expects’ to avoid
having to spell out the word in the
signal.
The weather was superb for a picnic
and very soon the animated
greetings and ‘catching-up’ were
interspersed with much munching
and slurping amongst the bamboos,
a new planting at the far end of the
garden. Considered one of the best
in Oxford, the garden was laid out in
its present form in 1796.
Society
Chairman
Gilbert
Satterthwaite welcomed three guests
of
honour:
Charmian
Hilda
Swengley,
the
direct
greatgranddaughter of Sir George Biddell
Airy, the seventh Astronomer Royal
and her two daughters, Nicole AirySwengley and Kristian Perry.
Later, members and guests moved
into the College for Dr Allan
Chapman’s
lecture,
‘England
Expects - a look at astronomy and
navigation at the time of Nelson’s
navy’. However after ‘losing’ both
the JCR Lounge and Dr Chapman’s
slides, members had to undergo
‘expectation’ for some time before
getting to hear Allan speak.
Dr Chapman opened his lecture at a
point in history well before
Trafalgar, discussing navigation by
the stars at a time when the land had
been considered large in comparison
to the sea area that was known. The
15th century changed all that.
Suddenly the world was seen as
much larger with the full extent of
the African continent and what
would come to be called America
being discovered. Sea routes became
of greater consequence to trade and
fishing,
so
navigation
was
increasingly
important.
Allan
showed by means of sketches how
the moon was used for navigation.
With increased trade came guilds,
bankers and sensors to enhance the
human eye.
By the time Nelson entered the
Navy at 12 years old in 1770 these
instruments
had
become
commonplace, although Harrison’s
pocket chronometers, invented in
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Dr Allan Chapman captivates the audience in the JCR Lounge

1762, were still too expensive to be
on all but the best Navy ships. Dr
Chapman looped in time back to
discuss the magnetic compass and
the variations in the earth’s
magnetism discovered by Henry
Gellibrand, and Edmund Halley’s
attempts to produce an ingenious
map of magnetic lines of force that
would enable navigators to compare
latitude with magnetic variation and
so pin-point the position of a ship.
Although interesting because these
isogonic lines are the first recorded
use of contour lines, the plan failed
because the magnitude and direction
of the earth’s magnetic field was
found to fluctuate on varying time
scales. Sir George Biddell Airy,
(1801-1892) Dr Chapman reminded
us, was the first to correct the
magnetic compass for the effects of
engines and guns onboard ship.

vanished. However all’s well that
ends well and soon everything was
ship-shape for members to take
refreshments before saying their
farewells.
A very good day out was had by all
and many thanks are due to Kenneth
Goward for the organisation and to
Dr Chapman for the links and
background work enabling us to use
historic Wadham College once
again.

Dr Chapman finished by giving us a
lively discourse on what life aboard
ship was like in Nelson’s time and
the course of Nelson’s career up
until his death at Trafalgar.
A number of questions were taken,
but with tea time looming these
were cut short and Dr Chapman was
thanked in a short speech by Gilbert
Satterthwaite.
Tea time brought another ship to
mind. At one time the tea room (The
Old Refectory) looked like the
Marie Celeste as the catering staff
seemed to have unexplainably
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Jack Sparrow, formerly a lookout on HMS
Victory, demonstrates how he got his
eye patch after solar observing...
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The Historical Astronomy session at the National Astronomy
Meeting Peter Hingley
The National Astronomy Meeting
2005 was held at Birmingham
University, Edgbaston, between 4
and 8 April 2005. A short historical
‘parallel session’ was held on the
Tuesday afternoon under the
chairmanship of P.D. Hingley.
Unfortunately some of the speakers
who had been approached were
unable to attend for various reasons,
among them the uncertainty as to
speakers’ obligation to pay the full
daily fee for the meeting, a special
discount being negotiated for SHA
members but this was only at the
eleventh hour.
Notwithstanding, three excellent
papers were given. The first was by
Dr Rim Turkmani, a Research
Associate at Imperial College
London, who wished to refute the
perceived role of Arab astronomers
as mere ‘caretakers’ of classical
astronomical learning during what
are often called the Dark Ages, and
the neglect of Islamic astronomers’
contributions to the astronomy of the
Renaissance. This omission was
based particularly on the way the
subject was presented in places like
the Science Museum, London. It is
unlikely that this impression would
be given by the serious astronomical
history literature and maybe this is
yet another sad example of the
‘dumbing-down’ process that seems
to afflict most museums these days.
Dr Turkmani gave a very impressive
account of some general aspects of
Islamic science and then of
astronomy in particular, quoting a
considerable
number
of
acknowledgements
of
Arabic
astronomers’
work
by
late
Mediaeval
/
Renaissance
astronomers
and,
particularly,
pointing out the prohibition against
astrology in the Koran, very similar
to that in the Christian Bible.
A second talk was given by Mr
David Le Conte of the Royal
Astronomical
Society
(and
immediate past President of the
Societé Guernsaise). This talk was
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Astronomers at work in the ‘small observatory’ in Istanbul, which Sultan Murad III
built for the astronomer Taqi al-Din. It operated for a few years in the last quarter of
the sixteenth century and observations were made of the bright comet of 1577. On
the table is a variety of astronomical and geometrical instruments and, on the
extreme right, what looks like an early mechanical clock. Top right is a set of
bookshelves and bottom centre a terrestrial globe. The astronomers observe with
quadrants and other instruments. (Reproduced from Michael Hoskin’s Cambridge
Illustrated History of Astronomy, 1997, Cambridge University Press, p57, from an
original in the Library of the University of Istanbul.)

on fellow Guernseyman Warren de
la Rue, a scion of the famous
printing family. Mr Le Conte
covered as many of the manifold
aspects of this many faceted man as
was possible in the time available,
but placed particular emphasis on
his achievements at the 1860
Spanish eclipse when De la Rue
took
the
first
successful
photographic images of Solar
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Prominences and the Corona. The
breadth of his achievement was
reflected by the (possibly unique)
fact that he was at different times
President of both the Royal
Astronomical Society and the
Chemical Society.
The third lecture was by Mr Mark
Butterworth from Stirling (Royal
Astronomical Society) who spoke
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on the lecturing and educational
techniques of the legendary Irish
born populariser of astronomy Sir
Robert Ball. Many amusing
anecdotes of Ball’s lectures were
given and of his outstanding ability
(backed by carefully studied
techniques) of holding the attention
of audiences.
Not the least
remarkable aspect of Ball’s life
was that he successively held
professorships in Dublin and
Cambridge despite the fact that his
main
scientific
research
programme (on stellar parallaxes)
was a complete failure. A contrast
to the days of the RAE.

The best photograph of totality obtained by
de la Rue during the 1860 eclipse
(RAS ADD MS 146 f 21v.)

Unfortunately the short time slots
allowed for the lectures left scant
time for discussion but the questions

were lively and the lectures were
well received by a surprisingly large
audience, especially for the first
paper.

A major and most creditable
emphasis of the NAM was the
emphasis on promoting attention to
the poster papers, to prevent their
being seen as second class
contributions, including a full
session devoted to looking at them
and a prize being offered for the best
student poster. Five posters were
presented in the historical domain:
on some misunderstandings of
Kepler’s Laws, by T.J. Mahoney
(IAC, La Laguna, Tenerife); on the
digitisation of the English Mechanic
newspaper, by Mr Eric Hutton; and
two on Birmingham astronomers, Dr
Martin Johnson and Mr J.H.
Reynolds, and one on Some West
Midland Observatories, by P.D.
Hingley
(Librarian,
Royal
Astronomical Society).

Ancient observatories from space
Clive Davenhall
Space Imaging, who operate the IKONOS
commercial Earth Observation satellite, have
created an on-line gallery of images of ancient
observatories as observed by the satellite. The
gallery contains images of thirteen observatories
(or
rather,
buildings
with
significant
astronomical alignments, since they were not
observatories in the modern sense), including
Stonehenge. IKONOS was launched from the
Vandenberg Air Force Base in 1999. It orbits at
a height of about 400 miles and its images have
a resolution of, at best, about three feet. The
gallery is intended as an adjunct to the NASA
and Exploratorium multimedia project ‘Ancient
Observatories: Timeless Knowledge’. See URL:
http://www.spaceimaging.com/gallery/
ancientobservatories

Space Imaging's IKONOS satellite took this image of Stonehenge on
March 27, 2002. Stonehenge is possibly one of the least impressive
images in the ‘Ancient Observatories’ gallery but zoomed out, as here, it
does show how other surface features such as the Avenue may also be
observed. Photo credit - ‘Space Imaging’

Zoomed in image of Stonehenge
Photo credit - ‘Space Imaging’
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Mariner 4 forty years on
Clive Davenhall
This summer saw the fortieth
anniversary of the Mariner 4
mission to Mars. Mariner 4 was the
first successful Mars probe and
though it returned only a few
grainy
photographs
they
transformed our understanding of
that world, overthrowing much of
the picture that had been
painstakingly constructed through
several centuries of ground-based
observations.
Seen through the telescope, Mars is
a tiny orange disk, mottled with a
few darker markings, perhaps with
white polar caps and possibly with
the occasional hint of cloud.
Despite
this
inauspicious
observational material, markings
on the Martian disc were seen
reasonably
soon
after
the
introduction of the telescope to
astronomy. Observations were
reported by Fontana, Hooke and
Cassini from the 1630s, though
‘the first drawing of Mars worth
the name’ (to quote Percival
Lowell) was drawn by Christiaan
Huygens in 1659. The appearance of
the planet was very changeable, but
at least some of the markings were
soon found to be permanent and by
terrestrial analogy the features were
thought to correspond to continents
and seas.

Christiaan Huygens’ 1659 drawing of
Mars showing Syrtis Major. He called the
feature The Hourglass Sea, a name
which long remained in use

In 1666 Cassini used the permanent
markings to determine the rotation
period
remarkably
accurately,
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Mariner 4 image no. 11E showing a field of craters. In 1967 the IAU named the large
outline crater covering most of the central part of the image ‘Mariner’ after the
spacecraft. Each side of the image is about 250 km and north is up

finding a period of 24h40m, only a
few minutes different from the
present value. The transient features,
on the other hand, were attributed to
clouds and hence implied an
atmosphere.
In the late eighteenth century
William
Herschel
recognised the nature of
the polar caps when he
correlated their waxing
and waning with the
Martian seasons. Later, in
the nineteenth century,
other seasonal changes
were
noted,
and
tentatively ascribed to the
seasonal growth and decay
of vegetation.
Proper maps did not
appear until the midnineteenth century. The
German
astronomers
Wilhelm Beer and Johann
Heinrich von Mädler, who
are
perhaps
better
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remembered as selenographers,
produced the first complete map in
1840. It was based on observations
that they had made with the same
33/4-in. Fraunhofer refractor that
they used for their Lunar
observations. Over the next few
decades maps were produced by

The canals of Mars. An artist’s impression of how
the Martian canals might have looked, from
Camille Flammarion’s Les Terres du Ciel (1884)
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inter alia Father Pierre Secchi,
Richard
Proctor
(based
on
observations by the ‘eagle-eyed’
Revd W.R. Dawes), Camille
Flammarion and Nathaniel Green.
Between 1877 and 1890 the Italian
astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli
published a series of Martian maps
of unprecedented detail. He also
introduced a new system of
nomenclature
using
names
appropriated
from
archaic

artificial origin, of the canals, in part
because of the persuasive and
enthusiastic advocacy of Percival
Lowell.
The controversy at least stimulated
further observations. The most
prolific observer in the first half of
the twentieth century was Eugenios
Antoniadi, whose painstaking work
was
largely
responsible
for
discrediting the notion of the canals.
In 1930 he published La Planète

A Martian globe showing canals and topographic features. It would probably have
been produced in the closing years of the nineteenth century. Note how many of the
canals are doubled into two parallel strands. This phenomenon was known as
‘gemination’ and, like the canals themselves, was an optical illusion.

geography and mythology. This
beautiful system, at once elusive and
evocative
and
yet
wholly
appropriate, has formed the basis of
all subsequent Martian topographic
nomenclature. He also inadvertently
started the unhappy controversy
over the Martian ‘canals’. His maps
showed thin, linear features which
he termed in Italian, ‘canali’. These
features became ‘canals’ in English,
though ‘channels’ would have been
a better translation. For some
decades there was an argument
about the reality, and supposed
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Mars, which became the definitive
pre-space age work on the subject.
He also published the most detailed
pre-space age map of the planet,
with some 558 named features
(compared to about 300 in
Schiaparelli’s maps). In 1958 the
International Astronomical Union
(IAU) adopted some 128 of
Antoniadi’s features as official
nomenclature.
So, on the cusp of the space age the
basic facts about Mars were thought
to be well-established. Its principal
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features had been mapped. It was
thought of as a world basically
Earth-like, though with a thinner
atmosphere and a more extreme and
hostile environment. The picture
was not so far from the one
envisaged by William Herschel over
a 150 years earlier, who had thought
that ‘the analogy between Mars and
the earth is perhaps by far the
greatest in the whole solar system’
and that any inhabitants of Mars
would ‘probably enjoy a situation in
many respects similar to ours.’ It
was still thought plausible that Mars
harboured some form of life, though
the ancient civilisations of Lowell,
Wells and Burroughs had dwindled
to patches of ‘hardy lichen’.
The
Mariner
programme
of
unmanned
planetary
probes
originated in the early days of the
space programme. From the outset it
was run by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, California,
which was operated on behalf of
NASA by the California Institute of
Technology. The programme got off
to an inauspicious start when
Mariner 1 had to be destroyed when
it veered off course shortly after
launch. It has become part of the
folklore of astronomical software
that the mishap was due to a missing
comma in a Fortran DO LOOP in
one of the launcher’s guidance
programs, but this story is probably
best regarded as apocryphal.
Mariner 2 was successful and made
the first fly-by of Venus in
December 1962. Mariner 3 was
intended for Mars, but the nose-cone
of the launch vehicle failed to
separate properly from the probe,
and it did not get beyond its
terrestrial parking orbit.
Mariner 4 was launched on 28
November 1964. Unlike subsequent
missions, it did not go into orbit
around the Red Planet, but made a
single fly-by, coming within about
550 miles of Mars on 14 July 1965.
During this brief encounter it
returned some twenty-one historic
pictures and other measurements.
The volume of data returned was
small by subsequent standards: each
image comprised some 4000 six-bit
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pixels (corresponding to sixty-four
grey levels), which trickled back to
Earth at a rate of eight bits/sec, but
nonetheless they had far-reaching
consequences. The photographs
were taken along a swathe across
Mars, as the probe moved above the
planet.
They
showed
an
inhospitable,
ancient,
heavily
cratered terrain reminiscent of the
Moon. Also, analysis of the
attenuation of the signal from the
probe as it passed behind the
Martian limb revealed the Martian
atmospheric pressure to be only
about 5 mbar, approximately 1% of
the terrestrial value. Finally, Mars
was found not to have a significant
magnetic field. These unexpected
results showed that many previous
ideas about Mars had been, quite
simply, wrong and suggested a
world more like the Moon than the
Earth.
On first seeing the Mariner 4
pictures, Isaac Asimov is supposed
to have asked fellow science-fiction
writer Frederick Pohl: ‘Craters?
Why didn’t we think of craters?’ It
is an interesting footnote to the
history of areography that Martian
craters had not merely been thought
of, but had been seen by terrestrial
observers in the decades before the
advent of space flight. They were
glimpsed under fleeting moments of
exceptional
seeing,
but
unfortunately it is impossible to
record or reproduce such transient
observations
(photographic
exposures take much too long to
record such ephemeral detail). They
were never reported, partly for fear
of ridicule. Nonetheless, reports of
sightings by such experienced
observers as E.E. Barnard, John
Mellish and G.H. Hamilton have
survived.
Subsequent probes have returned far
more data about Mars than came
from Mariner 4’s fleeting visit. It
photographed less than 1% of the
planet’s surface and, by chance,
missed most of the geologically
more interesting features. Also the
pendulum has partly swung back,
from a dead, cratered world akin to
the Moon, to one which is
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Mariner 4 image no. 10D showing craters in the region now known as Memmonia
Fossae. Each side of the image is about 255 km and north is at 11:30

geologically active and which has
seen periods of running water and a
denser atmosphere in its past.
Nonetheless, it was Mariner 4 forty
years ago this summer that ushered
in the modern understanding of the
Red Planet.
Further reading
A general, modern introduction to
Mars, including some historical
material, is Oliver Morton’s
excellent Mapping Mars: Science
Imagination and the Birth of a
World (2003, Fourth Estate:
London). Agnes Clerke’s A Popular
History of Astronomy During the
Nineteenth Century (first published
in 1885, though there is a 2003
facsimile by Sattre Press) is, as ever,
a useful source for the earlier
material, especially pp274-281 (and
is where I found the quotations from
William Herschel).
For the Mariner programme I used
John Davies’ admirably concise
Space
Exploration
(1992,
Chambers: Edinburgh) and the
NASA Mariner Web site at URL:
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/
mars/mariner.html
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The ground-based observations of
Martian craters are discussed in
Planets and Perception by William
Sheehan (1988, University of
Arizona Press) and more recently by
Rodger W. Gordon in Observing the
Craters of Mars, Part 1 (2003,
Typographica
Publishing:
Middlesex, New Jersey).
A reference for the story about the
reason for the loss of Mariner 1 is
Software Reliability: Principles and
Practices by Glenford J. Myers
(1976, Wiley, New York), p7,
though the tale is probably best
regarded as folklore.

War of the Worlds
download
Orson Welles’ landmark 1938
adaptation of H.G. Wells’ War of
the Worlds, which caused panic in
the US when it was first broadcast,
can be downloaded from several
sites on the Web. For example, the
programme was one of a series
produced by Welles’ Mercury
Theatre on the Air, and the whole
set is available at URL:
http://www.mercurytheatre.info
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John Michell – a mystery solved
Madeline Cox
John Michell (1724-1793) is often
described as the father of modern
seismology, but he was also
prominent in the world of
astronomy.
Amongst
his
achievements was his prediction of
the existence of black holes or ‘dark
stars’ as he called them, and his use
of statistics to show that double stars
and clusters must be genuinely
connected and not merely the result
of chance alignments. He also
invented a torsion-balance used by
Cavendish for weighing the Earth.
Michell always described himself
‘of Nottinghamshire’, and as the
Nottinghamshire representative for
our County Survey I naturally tried
to find out where he was born. I
tried all the usual sources, but
without success. Whilst in the
middle of my researches, Professor
David
Hughes
of
Sheffield
University rang me up to ask me the
very same question, having heard
me talk about our Survey to
Sheffield Astronomical Society. He
was writing a paper about Michell
for the Journal for the History of
Astronomy and it appeared that

astronomers had been trying to find
out for years where Michell had
come from. (Professor Hughes is
also a native of Nottinghamshire, I
might add.) I had to inform him that,
regrettably, I did not know.
A few weeks later I was chatting to
the secretary of the Nottinghamshire
Local History Association, of which
I am a member. He was telling me
about Eakring, the village where he
lived, and how it had been the
birthplace of one of the country’s
top geologists, which was a
remarkable coincidence, he said, as
this village was the centre of a large
oil field exploited secretly in World
War II. The geologist’s name was
John Michell.
Michell, it turned out, was the son of
the Rector at Eakring, and had
indeed been born there in 1724. He
went up to Cambridge as a student
and had a brilliant career there as
Professor
of
Geology,
later
becoming the Rector of Thornhill
near Dewsbury in West Yorkshire,
where he carried out much of his
scientific research.

Eakring Old Rectory, the birthplace of
John Michell. It was demolished in
1886. Watercolour by the Revd
Theophilus Sampson. Picture kindly
provided by Mr Derek Walker

The morals of this story – if there
are any – is that you never know
what might turn up in your
researches, and also that it pays to
talk to local historians, who might
just have that vital piece of
information you have been looking
for. Professor Hughes was delighted,
and kindly sent me a lot of material
about Michell, which I did not know
about. Oh, and the Nottinghamshire
Local History Association have
accepted an article from me for
publication, which I am very pleased
about.

Treasures of the SHA Library
Les Jepson
This article is the first of a series of
occasional reviews of some of our
prized possessions in the SHA
Lending Library and our reference
collection in the Sir Robert Ball
Library.
W.T. Hay, Through My Telescope,
Published by John Murray, 1935,
pp128.
Perhaps I am the wrong person to do
this review. I am biased. William
Thompson Hay has been one of my
heroes for decades, so it is hardly
likely that I can read this marvellous
little book objectively.
The SHA copy of Through My
Telescope
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but I have seen all of his feature
films. Most of them have a set piece
each involving a cack-handed
application of science in one form or
another. There is the chaotic
geometry of installing the new fire
station pole in Where’s that Fire?,
the inept mathematics of the
roadside speed trap in Ask a
Policeman, the catastrophic logic of
the wagon-shunting sequence in Oh,
Mr Porter!, and the magnum opus of
these vignettes: the side-splitting
navigation scene in Windbag the
Sailor. You show me someone who
can make spherical trigonometry
hilarious and I’ll show you a comic
genius.

I am not old enough (not many are,
now!) to have seen Mr Hay on stage,
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To be consistently funny by doing a
thing wrong, however, usually
requires a well-honed ability to do it
right. One thinks of Tommy
Cooper’s conjuring, and Les
Dawson’s piano recitals. Indeed,
Will Hay was well versed in a
number of sciences, not just
astronomy (let alone his fluency in
several languages). There are strong
hints of that in this book. His
succinct prose is a pleasure to read,
and he is adept at using analogies for
communicating
astronomical
concepts and scientific principles. I
would put him on a par with Isaac
Asimov in this regard. For instance,
Hay likens the Solar System to a
street lamp with nine moths flying
around
it
in
approximately
concentric circles. In this scenario
the Asteroid Belt is a swarm of gnats
in the gap between the fourth and
fifth moths. There is also the
occasional touch of irony: he adds
that the third moth has parasites. The
White Spot he discovered on Saturn
in 1933 is mentioned briefly and
modestly: as a suitable feature for
determining the planet’s rate of
rotation.

Will Hay obviously had strong
opinions about some aspects of the
speculative side of astronomy. He is
not afraid to nail his colours to the
mast. For example, he says that for
Earth-type life to exist elsewhere it
would require another Earth-type
planet enjoying identical conditions.
There is no other such planet in our
Solar System; ergo, there cannot be
Earth-type life on any of our
planetary neighbours. Quite strident
for 1935. As for life similar to
Earth’s on planets orbiting other
suns, he is cautiously optimistic.

spherical trigonometry, sans laughs,
but excellently related without
recourse to mathematical formulae.
The book has a number of plates and
diagrams, some bearing the initials
‘WTH’.

The layout is straightforward. The
author begins with a basic overview
of astronomy for beginners, and the
following chapters go into more
detail. He deals with the planets and
moons of our Solar System, comets,
asteroids, the Sun, other stars, and
nebulae, both Galactic and extraGalactic. The final chapters deal
with telescopes – types, attributes,
and the use of – spectroscopy, and
finding one’s way around the night
sky via the constellations and the
various
celestial
co-ordinate
systems. Here is the aforementioned

This book is seventy years old, very
rare, and worth rather more now
than its original price tag of 3/6d.
Our heartfelt thanks go to Mr
Michael Dowley, who donated it to
the SHA. It will reside in our
reference-only collection in the Sir
Robert Ball Library at the BMI in
Birmingham. If you are ever in the
city on one of the Library open days
do call in, sit down with this book,
and have a thoroughly enjoyable
hour or so.

Old books on astronomy are always
fascinating as snapshots of the state
of the art of their times, and this one
is no exception. A couple of
examples: the evolution of stars
approximates the reverse of what we
now believe, and intergalactic
distances are a good deal shorter.

Book reviews
When I get a little money I buy books; and if any is left I buy food and clothes.
Usually attributed to Desiderius Erasmus (c1467-1536)
Gregory, Jane, Fred Hoyle’s
Universe.
Hardback,
Oxford
University Press, 2005, ISBN 0-19850791-7, £20.00, pp416.

What has Bingley Public Library
ever given the world? ‘Fred Hoyle’
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could be one answer. In the 1920’s
the young Hoyle often played truant
from school and he could be found
in Bingley Public Library reading
the popular scientific books of
James Jeans and Arthur Eddington.
These men were his heroes, who
inspired him to get into Cambridge,
become a scientist and astonish the
world. Despite the truancy, Hoyle’s
school teachers recognised they had
a particularly talented boy in their
hands and it was as much their work
as Hoyle’s self-learning that enabled
him to achieve his ambitions.

and founded the Institute
Astronomy in Cambridge.

Sir Fred Hoyle (1915-2001) laid the
foundations of nucleosynthesis,
showing how the elements could be
forged in stars. For just this
contribution Hoyle would be famous
in astronomical circles, but as well
as this he wrote science fiction,
developed a cosmological theory

Gregory shows how certain themes
can be found throughout Hoyle’s
intellectual life, such as his
schoolboy interest in biology,
leading to his later theories of life in
the Universe and panspermia. She
also points out how Hoyle, in turn,
influenced and encouraged a new
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of

In this book by Jane Gregory we
learn how Hoyle’s ideas developed
throughout his life and we gain
insights into the ‘office politics’ of
British astronomy. Gregory makes
good use of a variety of sources;
these include personal interviews
with astronomers who knew Hoyle,
archive sources (such as Caltech and
the UK Public Records Office),
newspapers and even the ‘scrapbook
at the Cavendish’.
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generation of astronomers with his
books such as Frontiers of
Astronomy (1955). She also
examines some of his more
important science fiction books and
reveals how they often would
provide an outlet for Fred’s real life
frustrations with politicians and
science bureaucracy.
Of course, the main theme of the
book is the battle over Fred’s
cosmology. The Steady State theory
had been developed by Hoyle,
Bondi and Gold in the late 1940s. I
was amused to read that visitors to
the ‘Dome of Discovery’ at the 1951
Festival of Britain were presented
with an exposition of Hoyle’s
Steady State cosmology. However,
early evidence from radio astronomy
seemed
to
back
the
rival
‘evolutionary’ cosmologies that
developed into the Big Bang theory
that dominates today. Many of
Hoyle’s later problems stemmed
from disagreements over the
interpretation of radio astronomical
data with astronomers in the
Cavendish Laboratory led by Martin
Ryle. As evidence accumulated for
the Big Bang, Hoyle increasingly
found himself isolated from the rest
of the astronomical community.
However, Hoyle continued to have
his supporters and collaborators and
in recent years Hoyle’s reformulated
cosmology, known as Quasi-SteadyState, has won some acceptance as
an alternative cosmology to the Big
Bang. In Quasi-Steady-State the
Universe oscillates in a perpetual
series
of
expansions
and
contractions over tens of billions of
years. Gregory only explains the
basics of scientific ideas, there are
no formulas or mathematics.
Readers expecting a scientific
review of Hoyle’s work should refer
to the recent book edited by Douglas
Gough (1).
A large section of the book is given
over to Hoyle’s struggle to create an
institute of theoretical astronomy in
Cambridge. For a long time it
looked like the government and the
funding bodies were going to locate
the new institute in Surrey (to be
close
to
Herstmonceux)
but
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eventually Hoyle won backing for a
Cambridge location and the Institute
of Theoretical Astronomy (IOTA)
was born in 1966. The name was
later changed to the Institute of
Astronomy (IoA) in 1972 when the
Cambridge Observatory was joined
to the Institute. It was probably
Hoyle’s threat to join the ‘brain
drain’ to America that persuaded the
government, which was worried
about this trend at the time. Whilst
fascinating to me, and no doubt
others who work or worked at the
Institute, I cannot help thinking that
rather too much of the book is
devoted to the ‘office politics’ of the
time. The same criticism could be
made about the section on Hoyle’s
involvement with the AngloAustralian Telescope. The issue of
Fred’s resignation from Cambridge
is quite sensitively dealt with.
Although Hoyle’s best work came
through close collaborations (such
as with Fowler and the Burbidges),
it appears that Hoyle was really
happiest working alone.
Whilst Hoyle’s intellectual life may
have started in a library, he was not
so well served in later life,
particularly when he was without a
permanent academic position (and in
pre-Internet days too). Geoffrey
Burbidge is quoted as saying, ‘one
of Fred’s mistakes was to live in
places where there were no
accessible libraries’. This led him to
enter the fray in academic
controversies outside his field and
where he lacked information on the
latest developments in those fields.
This was evident particularly with
Hoyle’s intervention over the
Archaeopteryx fossil (he thought it
was a fake) and over the causes of
Ice Ages.
In conclusion, this book is a
valuable contribution to the social
history of cosmology. It gives an
insight into the working methods
and relationships of an important
cosmologist. It is perhaps, over
dominated by the story of the
foundation of the Institute in
Cambridge, but that is an important
story itself.
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Mark Hurn, Departmental Librarian
at the Institute of Astronomy,
Cambridge.

Reference
(1) D. O. Gough (editor), 2004, The
Scientific Legacy of Fred Hoyle
(Cambridge University Press).
Page, Sophie, Astrology in Medieval
Manuscripts. Paperback, British
Library, London, 2002, ISBN 07123-4744-5, £7.95, pp64.

In 1557 Nicholas Harpsfield, the
Archdeacon of Canterbury, was
horrified to discover, during his
biannual visitations of churches and
clergy, that in the Chapel of Egerton
religious services were being
performed before an image of a
naked man surrounded by the twelve
signs of the zodiac. The Archdeacon
immediately had the image replaced
with a sculpture of the Crucifixion,
though whatever reprimands he
visited on the clergy went
unrecorded. The image was an
example of a ‘zodiac man,’ and its
purpose was to show which
astrological signs ruled different
parts of the body. That the muddled
clergy of Egerton could misguidedly
perform devotions before such a
figure is an example of how
commonplace astrological imagery
had become in the late Middle Ages.
It might seem perverse to review a
book on astrology in the SHA
Newsletter. However, it is salutary
to remember that for much of their
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history astronomy and astrology
were closely intertwined. Astrology
is based on the notion that the
motion of the heavenly bodies,
notably the planets, influences, and
hence can be used to predict events
on Earth. The practice of astrology
comprises firstly predicting the
positions of the planets against the
background of the fixed stars, using
ephemerides and tables occasionally
supplemented by observations, and
secondly using rules to interpret the
observed pattern. Whilst the second
of these tasks is simply the
sometimes creative application of
baseless and arbitrary rules, the first
is the very stuff of traditional
astronomy.

century London astrologer Richard
Trewythian had clients ranging from
artisans to an Abbot. Though the
theological basis of astrology was a
matter of some debate, it was
usually tolerated by the Church to a
significantly greater degree than
other occult practices. At university
it was studied as part of the
quadrivium (the mathematical parts
of an Arts degree) and it also formed
a necessary part of a medical degree.
Ironically the medical profession
was keen to adopt this ‘learned art’
to add prestige to its practices. In
many countries it became illegal to
perform surgery without first
calculating the position of the Moon
to find a suitable date.

Astrology originated in ancient
Mesopotamia and was later adopted
by the Greeks who integrated it into
their philosophical system of the
world, thus giving it a theoretical
underpinning. It became widespread
throughout
Graeco-Roman
Antiquity. Like astronomy proper,
and much other learning, it largely
vanished from the West when the
Western Roman Empire crumbled,
but it survived in the East and was
adopted and adapted by the Arabs,
who introduced both indigenous and
Indian elements. From the twelfth
century onwards it was reintroduced
into Western Europe from Arabic
and Byzantine sources.

Astrology was widely used by kings
and princes to find auspicious days
for weddings and similar occasions
and to predict the future of their
children. Such predictions were not
without risk for the diviner, as it was
widely believed that a king’s
horoscope could predict when he
would die (a concern that had also
exercised rulers in Antiquity).
During the reign of Henry VI the
ambitious Duchess of Gloucester
together with the clerks Thomas
Southwell and Roger Bolingbroke
were accused of conspiracy to cause
the King’s death by means of
astrology
and
magic.
Their
horoscope seems only to have
predicted an illness, but nonetheless
Bolingbroke
was
executed,
Southwell died in captivity and the
Duchess was sentenced to life
imprisonment.

Astrology in Medieval Manuscripts
starts with a brief discussion of the
primitive
methods
of
astral
prognostication which had survived
into the early Middle Ages, but most
of it is concerned with the
reintroduced, sophisticated astrology
that became prevalent during the
High Middle Ages. The topics
covered include the texts, traditions
and principles on which astrology
was based and the tools and methods
used to practice it. Later sections
describe its place in medieval
society and relation to medicine and
magic.
During the later Middle Ages
astrology permeated all levels of
society. For example the fifteenth
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Astrological imagery was widely
used as a symbol for passing time
(as it had been in Antiquity), with
images of the planets representing
the days of the week and those of
the zodiacal signs representing
months. This iconography was
widely used and freely adapted in
sacred as well as secular texts, well
beyond the strict confines of
astrology, to the evident confusion
of the Egerton clergy. The edifice of
astrology was finally undermined
when heliocentrism superseded the
medieval geocentric cosmology, and
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it dissolved in Early Modern times
as Aristotelian physics was found
wanting and gave way to modern
science.
The book is one of a series
published by the British Library in a
common format. Each title takes
some theme found in the Library’s
medieval
manuscripts
and
reproduces illustrations from the
manuscripts on this theme. The book
is eminently readable, requiring no
previous knowledge to follow, and
short at sixty-odd pages. It is
authoritative, though necessarily less
detailed than a longer treatment,
such as Tester’s A History of
Western
Astrology.
Anyone
interested in reading modern
translations of extracts from the sort
of work discussed could try the
section on astrology in MaxwellStuart’s recent The Occult in
Mediaeval Europe. The book is
printed on high-quality glossy paper
and is profusely illustrated. All the
illustrations
are
beautifully
reproduced in colour and virtually
all are otherwise difficult to obtain. I
suspect that at least some of them
will appear in future editions of the
Newsletter, and they justify the
reasonable price on their own. The
author is a Research Fellow at
Fitzwilliam College Cambridge and
she has produced one other work in
the same series, on the related topic
of Magic in Medieval Manuscripts.
The book is well produced and I did
not spot any typographical errors. It
is recommended to anyone with an
interest in medieval astronomy.
Clive Davenhall.

References
P.G. Maxwell-Stuart (ed. & trans.),
2005, The Occult in Mediaeval
Europe
(Palgrave
Macmillan:
Basingstoke, Hampshire).
J. Tester, 1987, A History of Western
Astrology
(Boydell
Press:
Woodbridge, Suffolk).
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Books noticed
Madeline Cox and Clive Davenhall
This column lists some recently
published books which might be of
interest. Listing here does not
preclude a review at a later date.
Alford, Alan. The Midnight Sun: the
Death and Rebirth of God in Ancient
Egypt.
Eridu,
2004,
ISBN
095279943X, £18. (Meteorites and
ancient Egyptian religion. The ideas
presented differ considerably from
the conventional understanding of
Egyptian religion; caveat lector.)
Gilder, Joshua and Gilder, AnneLee. Heavenly Intrigue: Johannes
Kepler, Tycho Brahe, and the
Murder Behind One of History's
Greatest Scientific Discoveries.
Anchor Books,
2005,
ISBN
1400031761, $(US) 15.
Gondhaleka, Prabhakar, The Grip of
Gravity: The Quest to Understand
the Laws of Motion and Gravitation.
Cambridge University Press, 2005,
ISBN 0521018676, £25.
Hanlon, Michael. The Real Mars.
Constable and Robinson, 2004,
ISBN 1841196371, £25.
Heilbron, John L. The Oxford Guide
to the History of Physics and
Astronomy. Oxford University Press,
2005, ISBN: 0195171985, £20.
Johnson, George. Miss Leavitt’s
Stars: the Untold Story of the
Woman Who Discovered How to
Measure the Universe. Norton,

2005, ISBN 0393051285, $(US)
22.95.
King, David. Instruments of Mass
Calculation:
Studies
X-XVIII
(Islamic Philosophy, Theology &
Science: Texts & Studies). Brill
(Leiden), 2005, ISBN 900414188X,
$(US) 350.
King-Hele, Desmond G. A Tapestry
of Orbits. Cambridge University
Press, 2005, 0521017327, £25.
Lehner, Ernst and Lehner, Johanna.
Astrology and Astronomy: A
Pictorial Archive of Signs and
Symbols. Dover, 2005, ISBN
048643981X, $(US) 14.95.
McCray,
W.
Patrick.
Giant
Telescopes; Astronomical Ambition
and the Promise of Technology.
Harvard University Press, 2003,
ISBN 0674011473, £29.95.
Mendillo,
Michael.
Celestial
Images: Antiquarian Astronomical
Charts and Maps from the Mendillo
Collection.
University
of
Washington Press, 2005, ISBN
1881450228, £15.95.
North, John. God’s Clockmaker:
Richard of Wallingford and the
Invention of Time. Hambledon and
London, 2005, ISBN 1852854510,
$(US) 29.95.

Search for Hidden Universes. Fourth
Estate, 2005, ISBN 1841152773,
£15.99.
Pendle, George. Strange Angel: the
Otherworldly Life of Rocket
Scientist John Whiteside Parsons.
Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 2005,
ISBN
0297848534,
£18.99.
(Biography of eccentric early
American rocket pioneer.)
Rabkin, Eric S. Mars: A Tour of the
Human Imagination. Greenwood
Publishing Group, 2005, ISBN
0275987191, £30.
Sharov, Alexander S. and Novikov,
Igor, D. Trans. Kisin, V. Edwin
Hubble, the Discoverer of the Big
Bang
Universe.
Cambridge
University Press, 2005, ISBN
0521017610, £20.
Thomson, Keith, The Watch on the
Heath: Science and Religion Before
Darwin. Harper Collins, 2005, ISBN
0007133138, £20. (The interaction
of science and religion, 1665-1800.)
Watson, Fred. Stargazer: the Life
and Times of the Telescope. Allen
and
Unwin,
2004,
ISBN
1865086584, $(Aus)35.
Wedel, Theodore Otto. Astrology in
the Middle Ages. Dover, 2005,
048643642X, $(US) 11.95.

Panek, Richard. The Invisible
Century: Einstein, Freud and the

Comics noticed
An impromptu poll by Derek Jones
during his talk at the recent Spring
Conference revealed a number of
fans of Dan Dare in the audience.
Whilst the adventures of Colonel
Dare are well outside the scope of
the Newsletter, such members might
be interested in the magazine
Spaceship
Away.
Excellently
produced, it features a faultless
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recreation of the original nineteen
fifties strip. It is available from Rod
Barzilay of 8, Marley Close,
Preston, Weymouth, Dorset, DT3
6DH. Alternatively, a much darker
take on fifties comic-strip science
fiction, is Warren Ellis’ Ministry of
Space (2005, Titan Books, ISBN
1840239247).
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Library news
Madeline Cox and Stuart Williams
Full bibliographical details of all
titles in both the reference and
lending libraries appear on the
library pages of the Society’s Web
site. As usual, we thank all our
donors for their most generous gifts
to the Society. Further donations are
always welcome. Books dated 1950
and earlier go to the Sir Robert Ball
Library (contact SHA Secretary
Stuart Williams); later works (if in
good condition) are made available
via the SHA Lending Library
(contact SHA Librarian Madeline
Cox). Journals go only to the Sir
Robert Ball Library, and are
welcome if they do not duplicate
current stock.

Sir Robert Ball Library
A number of new items have been
added to the Sir Robert Ball Library
recently. More are promised and
will be added in due course.
Additions
Collection

to

the

Journals

anyone has copies to donate to fill
the gaps indicated, please contact
Stuart Williams.
The Journal of the
Astronomical Association

British

Ed. E. Walter Maunder, FRAS:
Volume I, Nos. 1 – 9, No. 10
Supplementary number, Indexes to
Vol. 1, October 1890 – June 1891,
No. 1 with sellotape damaged cover,
otherwise good, plus reprint copy by
BAA. Nos. 6, 7 missing.
Volume II, Nos. 1 – 9, No. 10
Supplementary number, Indexes to
Vol. II, October 1891 – June 1892.
Volume III, Nos. 2 – 4, 6, Jan 1893
– May 1893, Nos. 1, 5, 7-9 etc.
missing.
Volume IV, Nos. 1, 4, 6, Dec 1893 –
May 1894, Nos. 2-3, 5, 7-9 etc.
missing.
Ed. A.S.D. Russell:

The latest additions to the SHA’s
reference library of particular note
include a number of original
Journals of the British Astronomical
Association (BAA) from the first
five years of that organisation. If

Volume V, Nos. 2, 5-10, No. 11
Title page and Indexes for Vol. V,
Dec. 1894 – Dec 1895, Nos. 1, 3-4
missing.

Additions to the Stuart Williams
Collection
Maunder, E. Walter, The Royal
Observatory Greenwich, 1900, The
Religious Tract Society.
Winterburn,
Emily,
The
Astronomers Royal, 2003, National
Maritime Museum.
Stephenson, Bruce; Bolt, Marvin
and Friedman, Anna Felicity, The
Universe Unveiled - Instruments and
Images Throughout History, 2000,
Adler
Planetarium/Cambridge
University Press, 2000.
Lardner, Dionysius (ed), The
Museum of Science & Art Vol I,
1854, Walton and Maberly, London.
Lardner, Dionysius (ed), The
Museum of Science & Art Vol VII,
1854, Walton and Maberly, London.
Other donations
Gore, J.E, Planetary and Stellar
Studies, 1888. Donated by Peter
Hingley.
Hay, Will T, Through My Telescope,
1935. Donated by Michael Dowley
(see the article on p16).
Jones, H. Spencer, Worlds Without
End, 1935. Donated by Peter
Hingley.
Lockyer, T.M. and W.L, Life and
Work of Sir Norman Lockyer, 1928.
Donated by Peter Hingley.
Riddle, John, A Treatise on
Navigation and Nautical Astronomy,
8th ed, 1864. Donated by Peter
Hingley.
Reference works on Computer
Disk

Early original BAA Journals now in our Library
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SHA Member Eric Hutton has
kindly donated the first three of his
indexed DVDs of The English
Mechanic and World of Science.
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The disks will be available for
reference only at the Sir Robert Ball
Library, presently on those days
when Stuart Williams is staffing the
library (his personal laptop will be
used until a computer with DVD
drive can be provided for the
library). For more information and
to buy your own DVDs, see:
http://www.englishmechanic.com/

Burley, J. and Plenderleith, K, A
History
of
the
Radcliffe
Observatory,
Oxford,
2005.
Purchased.
Chapman, A, England’s Leonardo:
Robert Hooke and the Seventeenth
Century Scientific Revolution, 2005.
Donated by Jeffrey Barnham.

Lending Library

Clarke, Arthur C, Report on Planet
Three and Other Speculations, 1972.
Donated by John Lee.

The following items have all been
added to our collection since the
previous report (issue no. 6, March
2005, p14).

Condos T, Star Myths of the Greeks
and Romans: a Sourcebook, 1997.
Donated by Peter Hingley.

Armitage, A, William Herschel
(British Men of Science), 1962.
Donated by Peter Hingley.

Digges, L,
A Prognostication
Everlasting.
Corrected
and
Augmented by Thomas Digges, 1987
reprint. Donated by Peter Hingley.

Aughton, P, The Transit of Venus:
the Brief, Brilliant Life of Jeremiah
Horrocks,
Father
of
British
Astronomy, 2004. Purchased.
Berendzen, R. et al, Man Discovers
the Galaxies, 1976. Donated by
Peter Hingley.
Berry, Adrian, The Iron Sun:
Crossing the Universe Through
Black Holes, 1977. Donated by John
Lee.
Brown, P.L, Megaliths, Myths and
Men: an Introduction to Astroarcheaology, 1976. Donated by Dr
David Cartwright.
Bruno,
Giordano,
The
Ash
Wednesday Supper (Le Cena de la
Ceneri), 1975. Donated by Peter
Hingley.

Elusive Road for Science, 1973.
Donated by Peter Hingley.
McCluskey, S.C, Astronomies and
Cultures in Early Medieval Europe,
1998. Donated by Peter Hingley.
Moore,
Sir
Patrick,
The
Autobiography, 2005. Purchased.
Munitz, M.K, Theories of the
Universe from Babylonian Myth to
Modern Science, 1957. Donated by
Peter Hingley.
Nicolson, I, Gravity, Black Holes
and the Universe, 1981. Donated by
John Lee.
Osterbrock, D.E, Pauper and
Prince: Ritchey, Hale & Big
American
Telescopes,
1993.
Donated by Peter Hingley.

Fara, P. Pandora’s Breeches:
Women, Science and Power in the
Enlightenment, 2004. Donated by
Madeline Cox.

Ronan, C.A, Man Probes the
Universe, 1984. Donated by John
Lee.

Gerdes, D, Die Geschichte der
Astronomischen Gesellschaft, 1990.
Donated by Peter Hingley.

Schmadel, L.D, Dictionary of Minor
Planet Names, 4th rev. ed, 1999.
Donated by Peter Hingley.

Gingerich, O, The Book Nobody
Read: Pursuing ‘The Revolutions’ of
Nicolaus
Copernicus,
2004.
Purchased.

Toulmin, S, The Fabric of the
Heavens, 1961. Donated by John
Lee.

Gregory, J, Fred Hoyle’s Universe,
2005. Review copy donated by the
publisher (see the review on p17).
Harrison, J.A, The Story of the
Ionosphere, 1958. Donated by John
Lee.
Jaki, S.L, The Milky Way: An

Various authors, The Place of
Astronomy in the Ancient World,
Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society, 276, 1976. Donated
by Peter Hingley.
Yoder, J.G, Unrolling Time:
Christian
Huygens
and
the
Mathemitization of Time, 1989.
Donated by Peter Hingley.

Library opening hours
In all cases you should check
availability before visiting and bring
your SHA membership card for
identification.

SHA Sir Robert Ball Library
During the remainder of 2005 the
SHA library will be open only on
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the days listed below. On these days
the opening hours will be:
Mondays Open 10:30am – 12:00pm,
1:00pm – 3:30pm
Saturdays Open 2:30pm – 5pm only,
except for additional mornings 11am
– 1:30pm as noted by *
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September
Monday: 26 September
Saturday: 1 October
October
Monday: 24 October
Saturday: 29 October
November
Monday: 21 November

September 2005

Saturday: 26 November*

RAS Library

December
Monday: 5 December
Saturday: 10 December

The RAS Library is open during
office hours, Monday to Friday. In
addition it will be open on Saturdays
between 9:30am – 5:30pm on the
following dates:

Contact Stuart Williams, telephone
07906 103735 during Monday and
Saturday afternoon opening hours
only. Or write with SAE to: SHA,
26, Matlock Road, Bloxwich,
Walsall, West Midlands, WS3 3QD.

On-line catalogue:
http://ras.heritage4.com

26 November
17 December
It will also stay open until 7:00pm
on Wednesday 26 October. Contact
Peter Hingley (020-7734 -4582, ext.
215 or pdh@ras.org.uk).

ROE Library
The ROE Library is usually open
during office hours, Monday to
Friday. Contact Karen Moran (0131668-8395 or ksm@roe.ac.uk).
On-line catalogue:
http://www.roe.ac.uk/roe/library/ind
ex.html
and follow the links: ‘Search the
Main Library Catalogue’ and ‘ROE
Catalogue’.

Forthcoming meetings and events
Clive Davenhall
The following is a list of
forthcoming meetings and events to
be held later in the year. Booking is
necessary unless noted otherwise.
Except where noted the events are
organised by the SHA. The details
of non-SHA events are checked as
far as possible but cannot be
guaranteed. Items for inclusion in
this list in future issues of the
Newsletter are welcome. They
should be sent to the editorial
address given on the back page.

3:30pm. Admission free. See the
Society news elsewhere in this
Newsletter for details (non-SHA
event).

Sat. 1 Oct. Islamic Astronomy. A
‘President’s Lecture’ to be given at
the Birmingham & Midland Institute
(BMI) by Dr Allan Chapman.

Mon. 31 Oct. Treasures of the SHA
Library. A lecture by Madeline Cox.
to be held at the BMI. 1:00pm.
Admission free, though £1.00
donation
suggested. See
the Society news
elsewhere in this
Newsletter for
details
(joint
SHA and BMI
event).

Books

Sat. 8 Oct. SHA Autumn
Conference:
Astronomers
and
Observatories. To be held at the
BMI. 11:00am to 6:00pm. SHA
Members £8, others £10. Prior
booking necessary. See the Society
news elsewhere in this Newsletter
for details.

NEW ASTRONOMY BOOKS
AT DISCOUNTED PRICES
AND
SECONDHAND ASTRONOMY BOOKS
Martin Lunn MBE
6 Evelyn Crescent
Clifton
York
YO3O 6DR
TEL/FAX 01904 337989
www.aurora-books-uk.co.uk

Wed. 7 Dec to Wed. 15 Mar.
Beautiful Minds: Celebrating the
Nobel Prizes. At the British Library,
Kings Cross on the theme of the
Nobel Prize and the people who
have won it. The astronomical
content is currently unknown. See
http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/what
son/exhibitions/forthcoming.html.
Admission
free,
booking
unnecessary
(non-SHA
event).

The illustrations on p1, p6, p8 (28-in.) and p13
(canals of Mars) are reproduced by permission of the
Science and Society Picture library.

E-mail: martinlunnmbe@aol.com
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Sat. 12 Nov. Leeds Astromeet.
Organised
by
the
Leeds
Astronomical Society and to be held
in the Rupert Beckett lecture
Theatre, University of Leeds. Not
specifically a history of astronomy
event, but the speakers include Dr
Allan Chapman (talking on the Revd
Thomas Espin, 1858-1934, prolific
discoverer of red and double stars)
and Prof. Arnold Wolfendale
speaking on Albert Einstein. 9:00am
to
6:30pm.
£8.00.
See
http://www.leedsastronomy.org.uk
(non-SHA event).
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New members

Council and Officers

The Society for the History of Astronomy extends a very
warm welcome to the following recently elected new
members:
Mr Paul Mohr of Co Galway, Ireland.
Mr Huw J. Price of Glascoed, Monmouthshire.
Mr David M. Scott of Willingham, Cambridge.
Mr Philip Taylor of Brighton, Sussex.

Hon President:
Dr Allan Chapman
Hon Vice Presidents:
Dr Michael Hoskin
Sir Patrick Moore CBE FRS
Chairman:
Gilbert Satterthwaite FRAS
Email: chair@shastro.org.uk

We are also delighted to announce that the Royal
Observatory Edinburgh has become an institutional
member.

Secretary:
Stuart Williams LRPS FRAS
26 Matlock Road, Bloxwich, Walsall, WS3 3QD
Email: secretary@shastro.org.uk
Treasurer:
Kenneth J. Goward, FRAS,
14 Keightley Way, Tuddenham St Martin,
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP6 9BJ
Email: treasurer@shastro.org.uk

Guidelines for Submitting
Articles and Letters to the
Newsletter
Guidelines for submitting articles and letters to the
Newsletter were included in the previous issue (No. 7,
June 2005) and are available from the Society’s Web
Site.

Council Members
Madeline Cox
Email: library@shastro.org.uk
Peter Hingley
Email:pdh@ras.org.uk
Mark Hurn
Email: archive@shastro.org.uk

Articles, letters and Newsletter inquiries should be sent
to Clive Davenhall. For electronic contributions the email address is: newsletter@shastro.org.uk. For paper
contributions see the box opposite.

Roger Jones
Email: roger.jones@shastro.org.uk
Dr Nicholas Kollerstrom
Email: nk@astro3.demon.co.uk

The deadline for the next edition of the Newsletter is
the 1st of November 2005.

Martin Lunn MBE
Email: martinlunnmbe@aol.com
Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer
Dr W R Withey
Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer
16 Lennox Close
Gosport PO12 2UJ
Email: theaa@shastro.org.uk
Newsletter correspondence to:
Clive Davenhall,
30, Millar Crescent,
Morningside,
Edinburgh, EH10 5HH
Email: newsletter@shastro.org.uk
Librarian
Madeline Cox
Archivist
Mark Hurn
Website Manager
Greg Smye-Rumsby,
Email: webmaster@shastro.org.uk
General communications to the Society should be
directed to the Secretary in the first instance.
SHA Website:
http://www.shastro.org.uk
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